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The songs of the Binandere not only record their people's history, but like all

songs and poems, they also reflect what the composers find intensely moving.

The ji tori are in this way history invested with a community's values and

emotions. The value of the songs as sources for the historian is made apparent by

connecting them to incidents in Binandere history. For the Kiawa's writings

there is a disadvantage in that they show cultural bias, but taken as a whole the

songs do express the feelings of all the community.

I illustrate this point with two laments from my clanswoman, who was bora

before the Kiowa reached the area but died after the contact. On one occasion

Gewara, a Bosida woman whose husband, Aveia, had passed away, put on a

boera, a jacket of Job's Tears. During this period of mourning her W, a term

used by a wife to refer to her husband's sister, a woman called Mimbai, also died.

Her body was buried when Gewara was not in the village. The chanter imagined

what Gewara's dead husband would want to know as soon as the spirit of Mimbai

arrived in the village of the dead. He would ask, "How is my wife?" Gewara, the

chanter assumed, would wish her hi to answer him, "Your wife still loves you

very much to this day, as is evident from the fact that she has not removed the

jacket from her body; she has not made love to anyone." The pathos of the

moment is increased because the absent Gewara had been unable to say anything

to the dying Mimbai; she had missed a chance to have a message carried across

the barrier between the living and the dead:

Teiano visido I have not washed

Buie de teiko She should say to him
Takimba aro If he asks

Giwasi o teiko How is my bonded wife, the wife once

so tightly bound to me.

Binano visido I have not removed my boera

Buie de teiko She should say to him
Jijia aro If he asks

Giwasi o teiko How is my wife now held by time-

loosened binding.
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Domano visido

Buie de teiko

Punduga aro

Giwasi o teiko

I have not abandoned him
She should say to him
If he asks

How is my wife still held by the knots

which never untie.

In the Binandere language the closeness of husband and wife is conveyed through

the terms used when lashing fence poles together. Takimba in the first verse

describes the tight, new vine; jijia in the second verse implies that the bindings

have dried and loosened, but in the third verse punduga is the firm end knot that

must hold, indicating that Gewara is still tightly bound to her dead husband.

The sequence of metaphors is readily understood by a Binandere audience, but

cannot of course be translated literally for outsiders.

The mourning jacket remained on Gewara* s body until the final feasts. She

climbed onto the display platform, and during the ceremony she wept that she

was going to remove the jacket because she was still emotionally attached to him:

Iu bindedo

Domain o enita?

Iu gagara Koia da aie

Iu te'edo

Domain o enita

Iu gagara Upari o aie

Iu kokedo
Domain o enita

Iu gagara Gori da aie

Kapura maia o

Binain o enita

Iu gagara Koia da aie

Am I to remove him with the jacket

And abandon my husband?

I am Koia's mother.

Am I to wash my body

And abandon my husband?

I am Upari' s mother.

Am I to cast off my old skin

And abandon my husband?

I am Gori's mother.

He hunted alone in Dapura's dense forest

Am I to desert him?

I am Koia's mother.

The Binandere ancient oral art which was developed prior to the arrival of

Kiowa continued to record significant incidents in the post-contact period. Again

the songs are worth close analysis to uncover the response to the demands of the

new order

Tangsia Wowore
Apie ito da

Leveni cmbo de

Dede gesiri e

Kepata wowore
Ewowo o ito da
Kaiaembo de

Tosi e genteni e

Daring with pineapple clubs

Were your grandparents,

But red-ribboned people

Have frightened you.

Brave with kepata weapons
Were your great-grandparents,

But under the knife-people

You have submitted.
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Taiko wowore Courageous with taiko spears
Etutu ito da Were your great-great-grandparents,
Benesi embo de But under the bayonet-people
Siro e csiri c You have suffered defeat.

Bunduwa worore Fearless with disc clubs
Opipi o ito da Were your ancestors,

Pausi embo de But the pouch-men
Dedc gesiri Have humiliated you.

The red ribbon which was worn on the edge of the police uniform, the knife,

bayonet, and pouch refer of course to Kiawa and the policemen. The poet
contrasted these items with the traditional weapons, the kepata, the knife-like

instrument, and the taiko, the spear, both made from black palms. Translation of
Gewara's songs diminishes much of the power of the images. The historian who
wants only the "evidence" may be satisfied with bare prose and a description of
the context, but the "art** is no longer there.

"Ernie*' and "etic" are descriptive terms employed by linguists and
anthropologists who study societies other than their own. K. L. Pike, a linguist,

defines the words (1967:37):

The etic viewpoint studies behavior as from outside a particular system, as an
essential initial approach to an alien system. The emic viewpoint results from
studying behavior as from inside the system.

This approach omits a third possibility that the colonized might use to describe

their own society. This third approach is signaled by the Binandere term tono.

At present I would use it to express my purpose in contrast to that of, for

example, F. E. Williams (1969). I am inside the Binandere community that is

itself changing, and share many of that community's values. I am also equipped
with the techniques of the outsider—including of course the language—that I am
applying as well as I am able to the culture of my own people. I have tried to

"unwrap" some of the songs so that others can see right to the tono, to the very

basis of their creation and meaning.

Williams, a sympathetic observer, did not have sufficient understanding of the

language to appreciate the art of the ji tori and the guru. He praised the drama
that was displayed before him, but the ear of the outsider is deaf to the subtlety

and the allusions of \hcji tori and guru. In addition, the,// tori and the guru, as

compressed statements, retain much recent history and may provide clues to a
more distant past. As I have shown in this article, the ji tori and guru as well as

other oral traditions are still being created, but at the same time fragments are

being lost. The ji tori and guru are fixed to no pages; they are part of a dynamic
culture and move with that culture alone; the ji tari and guru are thus a

continuing process.
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